Small Thing Great Love @ PPLC

INTRODUCTION
“Small Thing Great Love @ PPLC” is a small effort by PPLC to help evacuate flood victims endure their days with various beneficial activities. This indirectly helps them to cheer and fill their free time without worrying about the disastrous event.

OBJECTIVES
To grab the reading interest within the society
To create spaces and opportunities for fast information retrieval
To fulfill the need for knowledge
To provide ideas for the society to get on with life after the disaster

IMPACT
The programme has given a positive impact to the participants. They showed tremendous interest and high spirit.

PROGRAM CONDUCTED

**Cuar Jaring Flood Relief Centre**
7 November 2017 (10.00am – 4.00pm)
Participants: 90 participants
Activities: 3D Colouring Contest, Riddle-Ceeds, Handicraft, Sandwich Making Demonstration

**Batu Gajah Flood Relief Centre**
8 November 2017 (10.00 am – 4.00 pm)
Participants: 150 participants
Activities: Storytelling Session, Info-pace, Craft Making, Bread Pudding Demonstration

CONCLUSION
“SMALL THING GREAT LOVE @ PPLC” is to be able to change the role of the library as well as people’s perspective towards library. PPLC has never stopped in its effort to be in the heart of the people. So as the reading culture among the members of the society will expand and become a part of their regular habit especially in Malaysia.